








































65. Mutual torque of a doubly excited system is a
function of

a.5
b. 26

c. sind

d. sin26

where d is the angle of the rotor position.

When a single phase winding is excited with
single phase supply (V,, f") then it produces

a. a unidirectional rotating magnetic field

at angular velocity, ar,

b. a pulsating magnetic freld at frequency,

f"

c. two magnetic fields rotating in opposite

direction at angular velocity, a"

d. both b and c

Induction motor at no-load operates with poor

factor because

a. 'it needs more reactive power to
magnetise the air-gap

b. its real power consumption is less

c. its magnetising reactance is much

larger than equivalent resistance

d. all ofthe above

A slip ring induction motor can develop

maximum torque at starting if
a. rotor resistance is made zero

b. rotor leakage reactance is made zdro

c. ,rotor resistance is adjusted to a value

eqdal to rotor leakage reactance

d. magnetizing reactance is much higher
- than equivalent resistance

All sequence networks are connected in series

for the following fault
a. SLG fault

b. LL fault
c. LLG fault
d. 3 Phase fault

Fault level means

a. fault current
'b. fault MVA
c. rbltage at the point of fault
d. fault power factor

Which one of the fo'llowing relays has the
capability to anticipate the possible major
fault in a transformer?

a. Over current relay

b. Differential relay

c. Buchholz relay

d. Over fluxing relay

When a phase shifting transformer's taps are

moved in such a direction as to advance the
phase position?

a. var flows will increase

b. var flow's will decrease

c, there will be an increase in power flow
in the line

d. voltage will be increased

On hieh voltage line under peak load
conditions var compensation is provided by
using
a. series inductor

b. shuntcapacitors
c. shunt inductors
d. any ofthe above

The demand factor for a residqntial load is
about

a. 2.1

b. L.2

c. 0.2

d.

Phase shifting transformer is employed for

a. Regulating bus voltage

b. Regulating power flow though. the
transmission line

c. Regulating reactive power flow

d. Regulating inrush current
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